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ULTRAGLAZE

Inspired by top design houses, polytec’s ULTRAGLAZE mirror gloss doors & panels offer 

interior designers and architects a new dimension in creating kitchens and rooms of 

breathtaking beauty. The lustrous mirror-like ultra high gloss finish captures the light and 

surrounding reflections.

Introducing ultra high gloss finishes into your décor is the perfect way to add visual interest 

to a pared-back neutral palette. Couple ULTRAGLAZE alongside LEGATO super matt to 

create the perfect balance of contrast, highlighting your ULTRAGLAZE as a main feature. 

Alternatively match ULTRAGLAZE with RAVINE embossed wood grain to add warmth and 

soften a sleek shiny scheme.

ULTRAGLAZE provides contemporary lines that are enhanced when combined with the 

sleek Shadowline door, matching gloss or the contrasting glass bead edge finish. With 

an unsurpassed gloss level, the result is stunning to say the least.
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Doors and panels in ULTRAGLAZE Superior White.

Bar panels in MELAMINE Shannon Oak Matt.
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Visit www.polytec.com.au for specific care and 

cleaning information. Darker colours will show 

superficial wear and tear more readily than 

lighter coloured surfaces and require more care 

and maintenance.

Doors and panels in ULTRAGLAZE Superior White.

Bar panels in MELAMINE Shannon Oak Matt.

Doors and drawers in ULTRAGLAZE Superior White.

OUTSIDE COVER:

INSIDE COVER:

The colours and details shown in this brochure are to the highest standards in printing. However, they should only be used as an indication of actual product colour.  

To order your free colour sample visit www.polytec.com.au. polytec swatches and samples represent a small area of the overall colour structure, to view the large 

colour sample, visit www.polytec.com.au

The use of our current colour samples gives the colour and finish that a customer would expect to receive. polytec does not guarantee exact colour matches across 

product ranges due to colour variation in each product group.

Please ensure you were supplied with a complimentary cleaning kit. This kit contains a microfibre cleaning 

cloth, and a bottle of VuPlex non-abrasive cleaner.

Your ULTRAGLAZE doors and panels come with a protective film. Do not remove the film until all trade 

work has been completed. Once this film is removed it will initiate the curing process. It takes approximately 

72 hours for the surface to be completely cured. For this reason, we recommend that upon removal of the 

protective film, lightly spray your doors with VuPlex. Then using the microfibre cloth, wipe the surface using a 

light circular motion. This will remove any residue left from the protective film, and also help the curing process. 

For the first 72 hours do not clean the surface after the initial cleaning.

ULTRAGLAZE doors and panels are made from a Moisture Resistant Medium Density Fibreboard (MR MDF), 

but as with many wood based panels, they are not waterproof. Care should be taken to wipe up 

spills immediately, ensuring the doors and panels are not exposed to high or continuous levels of 

moisture, steam and humidity.

To clean the ULTRAGLAZE surface, we recommend you continue to use VuPlex. You can only clean 

ULTRAGLAZE with a microfibre glass anti-scratch cloth. Use it by spraying over the surface lightly, and 

then wiping in a light circular motion with the microfibre cloth. Never use any cleaning product which are, 

or contain: alcohol; solvents; abrasives; acetone; paraffin; petrol; pinewood or oils; glass cleaner. These 

chemicals will damage the ULTRAGLAZE acrylic surface.

Only use VuPlex plastic cleaner in accordance with the manufacturers specifications. Only use a microfibre 

glass anti-scratch cloth when cleaning ULTRAGLAZE doors and panels.

By following these simple steps you should retain a beautiful kitchen surface for many years.

CARE

GREEN
polytec is committed to an eco-friendly and sustainable environment. It is an intrinsic part of the 

way we do business daily. Our decisions are made so that they have minimum negative impact 

on the environment. 

Our product is manufactured from managed and renewable plantation pine and is Australian Forestry 

Standard chain of custody certified. All polytec products are manufactured from E0 CUSTOMwood MDF.

We manage waste responsibly through numerous recycling programs including aluminium and metals, 

used oils and timber waste is recycled back into energy. We subscribe to local government environmental 

initiatives and voluntary audits as well as our own internal Energy and Carbon Management Policy 

(ECM), which aligns with the Australian Government’s Energy Efficiency Opportunities (EEO) program.

polytec doors and benchtops are Australian Made & Owned.
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ULTRAGLAZE solid range

ULTRAGLAZE metallic range

ULTRAGLAZE edge and handle options

1mm Matching Edge 

For a seamless matching edge finish, available in 

Laser edge and ABS.

1mm Glass Bead Edge 

To enhance the high gloss and stainless steel look, 

designed to create a visual impression of glass doors.

Shadowline Door

Designed for a sleek, modern and minimalistic look 

creating clean flowing lines.

Note:  Metallic colours are directional. 

Take note of the arrows on the protective film. polytec 

recommends all ULTRAGLAZE metallic colours are installed in 

one direction to avoid apparent colour variation.

Note: Shadowline Door profi le is not available in Superior White.  

Royal Oyster

Cloudy Grey

Phantom Black

Anthracite Metallic

Superior White

Soft Grey

Lava

Premiere Metallic

Raven Metallic

Arctic Ice

Cream

Paris Grey

Pearl Metallic

Champagne Metallic
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